Interval timing tasks can only be performed efficiently when the output of a clock system can be stored over a longer period of time, and be retrieved and reused during later trials. Although the importance of temporal reference memory for accurate timing has been acknowledged since the earliest theoretical work on interval timing, formal accounts of the role of memory in interval timing are fairly recent. An short overview is given of the first formal models in which memory effects were accounted for, followed by a review of the current theoretical approaches, which can be categorized on the basis of whether they assume a dynamic or static memory system.
From humans and other mammals to insects, animals have sought ways to benefit from temporal regularities in their environments, ranging from millisecond timing for proper motor control to circadian and infradian timing for adjustment to day-night or other long-term biological cycles. In between these two extremes is the timing of intervals that are relevant for cognitively controlled behavior, spanning durations from a couple of hundred milliseconds to minutes, often referred to as interval timing. Already the first modern theories of interval timing (see [1] for a recent review) proposed that a triad of cognitive processes underlie all behavior driven by interval timing. In these theories, a clock-system generates a value that systematically changes over time, a temporal reference memory system stores previously experienced durations, and a decision system determines how the current read-out of the clock-system relates to values stored in memory, and whether to take actions based on this comparison. The most prominent theories that adhere to this scheme are pacemaker-accumulator theories, which assume that temporal information, operationalized as the pulses emitted by a pacemaker, is accrued in an accumulator, analogous to the working of an hourglass. Although alternative theories propose different mechanisms underlying the clock part, all theories assume and require a memory and decision system. Perhaps unsurprisingly, most of the work on interval timing has focused on the clock part, and the memory and decision systems have typically played an auxiliary role. A notable exception to the agnostic view of the decision component are some recently proposed theories that provide a detailed model the decision stage in an interval timing process (e.g. [2] ), that propose mechanisms that could explain how interval timing and memory processes interact [3 ] , or that acknowledge that temporal cognition can only be accounted for by an interaction of general cognitive skills and (parts of) the triad assumed by clock theories [4, 5] . With respect to the memory component, most literature simply assumes that a memory system holds a fairly stable and accurate representation of relevant durations that the functioning of this memory system does not directly interfere with temporal performance. The lack of focus on the memory system is surprising as one of the best known empirical phenomena related to interval timing, Vierordt's law, is clearly driven by the way information is stored in memory [6, 7] . Vierordt's law is most easily observed in experiments in which durations of different lengths are presented. When asked to reproduce such durations, the reproduced durations demonstrate a regression toward the mean with long durations underestimated, and short durations overestimated. Recent accounts of this phenomenon are typically based on the assumption that memory traces representing previously presented durations interfere with later temporal processing [6,8 ,9,10] . This regression toward the mean is observed even when the different durations easily distinguishable, for example when they are represented by unique, easily identifiable stimuli [11, 12] .
Although Vierordt work, published in 1868, demonstrates that the importance of memory for timing has been acknowledged since the earliest work on interval timing, the formal theoretic accounts of the role of memory in interval timing are fairly recent. All these accounts assume that a perceived duration is affected by earlier perceived durations, but differ in their assumptions related to the processes underlying this biasing. In the remainder of this document, I will discuss three approaches that have been proposed to account for specific memory effects observed in interval timing tasks.
